A partial order F on a compact space S is called continuous if T is a closed subset of S x S. In this paper, we define and study an embedding <t> of the arbitrary compact continuously partially ordered space (S, T) into a corresponding compact topological semilattice Sr-We show that the structure of entirely determines the structure of (S, T). We prove that the inverse images under O of components in Sr are the order components of (5, T), where elements a and b of 5 are defined to be in the same order component of (5, A quasi order is a transitive reflexive binary relation. A partial order is an antisymmetric quasi order. If T is a quasi order on the Hausdorff space S and T is closed with respect to the product topology on SxS, then T is a continuous quasi order. We write CCQOTS (CCPOTS) for "compact continuously quasi (partially) ordered topological space(s)." Let (S, T)
A quasi order is a transitive reflexive binary relation. A partial order is an antisymmetric quasi order. If T is a quasi order on the Hausdorff space S and T is closed with respect to the product topology on SxS, then T is a continuous quasi order. We write CCQOTS (CCPOTS) for "compact continuously quasi (partially) ordered topological space(s)." Let (S, T) and(F, Q) be CCQOTS. IfxeSand/f <=S, then weletxr={je5|(x, y)eT}, and AY= U {aT\aeA}. It is easy to see [4] that if A is compact then AT is closed. We say/: (S, r)-»-(F, Q) is monotonic if/:S->-Fis a function such
one-to-one, and onto, and /_1: (T, Q.)-*(S, V) is monotonic, then /is an isomorphism. We let E(T) = {(x, y)eSxS\(x, y), (y, x) e T}, T/£(r) = {(a, b) e S/£(r) x S/E(T) \ if x e a and y e b then (x, y) e T}, U(T) = {(A, B) e 2s x 2s j AT => BT}, S' = 2sjE{U(Y)) and V = U(T)IE(U(T)).
We say (7", *) is a topological semilattice if * is a continuous commutative associative operation on the space F such that t*t = t for each teT. Proof. By Proposition 4, we can recover the topological and order structures of (S, Y) and (T, O) from the topological and order structures of 5r and Tn respectively.
Definition.
In [3] , the author defined the relation CS(V) on the CCPOTS (5, r) by (1) respectively, so <f>(a)=a and <P(/j)=/3 lie in distinct components of S. Now suppose 3>(a) and <t>(/3) lie in distinct components of ST. By [3] , the order components and the components of a compact topological semilattice are identical, so there exists geF(^) such that the image of g is {0, 1} and g(a)j*g(b). Clearly, g°$>eF{Y), the image of g°0 is {0, 1}. and g^{a)^g'^(b).
Thus, a and b lie in distinct order components of (s, r). 
